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Massey ins on social networking sites showed a photo, Argentine star in his hand is the newest boots F50 boots, he would put on a
pair of boots in the Champions League game. 

At the same time, Nike also released the newest boots. Neymar and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and other players will wear the latest Nike
figure boots in the Champions League. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media
Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
Chinese shoes Network December 21 hearing, requiring easy to ride but yet want to fashion, which is a lot of friends on the everyday
wear. One can very type of day out, and secondly, can save a lot of time to match, but few friends to find a balance between "wild"
and "fashion" both. This time, we start with the foot to start, to introduce a absolutely wild shoes, Nike SB Dunk High "Anthracite".
Quintana dark shades, with black hook, that's all, not at all superfluous, without the slightest exaggeration, and needs only 95 dollars
on the price, but also the absolute value of the election. Impressions of friends to one pair of it?
Late Dragon Jordan CP3.V "Year Of The Dragon" 2013-12-08 22:11:36
We have to bring over Jordan CP3.V Dragon color edition published infos 
before. The recent emergence of the Internet has recent pictures of shoes. The Year of the Dragon edition of Jordan CP3. V shoe
body color to white, the tongue of the "CP" logo accompanied by Dragon wrapped, blue crystal outsole is revealing a pattern of
clouds and the words "Dragon." The Lunar New Year of the Dragon version of the Jordan CP3. V will be on sale June 7, US time, the
offer price of $ 120. We believe the shares of "Year of the Dragon" with the shoes on sale boom will continue.
Tripartite joint WHIZ x mita sneakers x New Balance CM1700 2013-12-08 22:10:40
NewBalance thousand lines running shoes more and more people's attention and sought after, 1600, 1700 and other joint
cooperation with the shop or paragraph star also more up. Popularity continues to rise, the tripartite cooperation in the overall design,
has always been asymmetric style WHIZ Limited, in addition to its signature star shape on the suede, of course, these stars are
luminous, this unique WHIZ Limited thorns pattern also appears on the insole. WHIZ x mita sneakers x New Balance CM1700 will be
on sale in June, like friends so stay tuned.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Champions League start soon, Adidas and Nike have released the newest boots. 

Massey ins on social networking sites showed a photo, Argentine star in his hand is the newest boots F50 boots, he would put on a
pair of boots in the Champions League game. 

At the same time, Nike also released the newest boots. Neymar and Zlatan Ibrahimovic and other players will wear the latest Nike
figure boots in the Champions League. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media
Partners: shoe ; clothing and shoes information.)
Players joint motion adidas Originals Star Wars Star Wars Jabba the Hutt shoes
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; ; ; Chinese shoes Network on August 7 News, adidas Originals Star Wars Star Wars joint planning, sustained published Winter
2010 shoes. This time the launch of villain Jabba the Hutt Jabba The Hutt for the design of adidas Originals x Star Wars Fall / Winter
2010 Attitude Hi Jabba The Hutt, green suede and other materials performance, showing the characters traits and personality. 

Related news
Nike Air Max Speed ??Turf & quot; Dolphins & quot; Pictures 2013-12-08 22:26:39
Recently network exposure a Nike Air Max Speed ??Turf & quot; Dolphins & quot; image. As one of the best Nike Football shoes,
this pair of Nike Air Max Speed ??Turf complete embodies the characteristics of the last century, Nike 90 years of training shoes.
Velcro straps and aggressive sole design bright spots in that era, that's exactly what Nike put new technology into multifunctional
football training shoes, the achievements of this pair of classic shoes uppers . Picture appeared on the Internet, I wonder if your
memory will move back to that era.
Japan's leading street fashion brand A BATHING APE recently launched a new single product, this time for everyone to bring the
2012 summer series among Bape Tiger Leaf Camo camouflage shoes. This shoe uses a canvas, the classic boat shoe styling
joined Bape camouflage tiger leaves unique element, and then with the pure white soles gives a refreshing summer feel. The overall
shape of the shoe and untamed, it can be said Bape Tiger Leaf Camo shoes will be the perfect jungle camouflage and organic
combination together. This Bape Tiger Leaf Camo Bape expected soon in the stores for sale, we'll see. 
; 

Source: highsnobiety
Japanese designer Masaaki Honma founded the high-end fashion brands ; mastermind japan announced the closure for some time,
but MMJ has been active in fashion circles, in the form of a continuation of various joint planning spirit of the brand. The recent heat
pushed along adidas Originals Stan Smith classic shoes engraved, mastermind JAPAN and their joint cooperation to bring shoes,
the shoes must ultimately with MMJ Diablo style as the leading, jointly with the Stan Smith all black leather materials production, MMJ
classic on the tongue and heel print skull LOGO, like friends need to pay close attention to its sale time.
With the World Cup once every four years, will be held next year in Brazil, NIKE's recently Tiempo '94 will be the shoes engraved



remodeling, also launched a new Tiempo Legend V, in order to meet these shares unstoppable football fanaticism. Two pairs of
shoes were made reference to soccer shoes version of design, using high-quality leather, with a unique car on the upper line design
and brown rubber outsole, filled with a strong flavor of soccer shoes. The new Nike Tiempo V and Tiempo '94 will be officially landed
near future Kith and Hype DC and other designated shops, more details, please pay attention to Nike's announcement.
The Czech brand Bata Tennis in tennis shoes production sector is well-known veteran, had even Rei Kawakubo of Comme des
Garcons also issued a United multiply its shoes, but this time, compared with Bata Tennis commemorate the 65 anniversary of the
British popular comic "Peanuts", issued to commemorate the footwear. Which necessarily involves the cartoon character's blessing,
Snoopy, Charlie Brown and Lucy and other characters are to be placed in the toe position, and tennis cute cheerful state presence. It
is reported that the shoes will be landing shortly after the store sale, like a friend might pay close attention. 
;
Earlier WTAPS released 2015 fall and winter quarters modeling directory maintained street style has been the military, together with
modeling directory publishing, as well as the latest list a single product fall and winter quarters. Including washing tannins coat,
sweater and more than military sense of the jungle jacket, but also in cooperation with tooling jacket CARHARTT WIP build. Pants
also has to M-65 inspired uniform trousers, etc. produced heavy single product. Also always popular Sneaker shoes and hiking boots
also have outdoor debut, more than a list of inventory, interested friends may wish to start with a reference.
; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] to get the Irish League runner-up last season, Cork City Team recently released
together with the Nike 2015 season away jersey. This is also the club's first joint sponsorship with Umbro and Nike contract expires. 

shirt design is gradually fade from red to white at the top, with the 12-13 season Barcelona away kit is exactly the same. 
15-16 teams will have the opportunity to participate in the Champions League qualifiers next year summer. (Chinese shoes Network -
the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: Jin Chang elevator shoes)
Lou Williams wearing a black and red Air Jordan 11 debut 2013-12-08 22:39:55 Air Jordan 11 Air Jordan fan status in the minds of
many, no doubt, of which the black and red of the most sought after by fans. As we all know, this year Jordan Brand sneakers bring us
Christmas dinner including this pair many people's minds "shoe king" - Air Jordan 11 black and red. Recently, the 76ers just move to
the Atlanta Hawks Louis Williams in this training camp will be wearing this pair of Air Jordan 11 appearances, although as
CONVERSE spokesperson, but Air Jordan shoes or on the defender has a strong appeal. Let us wait for Christmas to come!
; ; ; ; [Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike recently developed two new ultra-light running shoes, the shoe looks and feels
so much better to say, like socks.
vamp made of lightweight polyester technology, does not require any stitches, vamp into a mesh structure. 

each shoe weight 160-180 g, only 0.7 millimeters thick soles. The first is called the Nike Flyknit, will be held this month to meet with
you; the other one is called the Nike Hyperfeel will come out in September. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional Footwear News, Media Partner: Apparel IT ;)
Chinese shoes Network February 21 hearing, JUN WATANABE X atmos X Reebok INSTA PUMP FURY pushed new tripartite joint
planning! Most wave of flavor in Reebok PUMP FURY shoes in the series this time they pull the wind became a protagonist. The joint
section to Carzy Color color rendering, very playful and bright and beautiful feeling, bright red phosphor dots and blue with a very eye-
catching, bright yellow and black sole and tongue foil more holistic style points. If you missed before the first bomb and a second
bomb, then this time can not be missed! If you already have two pairs tide shoes before, so this pair should start with!
Chinese shoes Network August 8 hearing, the devil's master JEREMY SCOTT always eager, complacent, flat light does not seem to
appear in his dictionary. JEREMY SCOTT again this summer jointly launched the latest shoes ADIDAS ORIGINALS "butterfly shoes."
As in 2012 the first double-sided city Dongkuan shoes, "butterfly shoes" still uphold the grandiose, bold, innovative ideas. As the
name implies, "butterfly shoes" two big butterfly wings is certainly indispensable, coupled with long shoe soar wings, domineering
lacking in beauty, really can not help but admire the devil and intricate craftsmanship and distinctive designer design .
2012 years Yes NIKE Air Force One was born 30 anniversary, SneakerNationTV to commemorate this special day has produced a
short film, with a review conducted to review the form of the past 30 years produced the coolest Nike Air Force One classic shoes. A
young man walking on the film Hollywood Boulevard, Air Force 1 under their feet constantly changing the different shoes, small sigh
these Sneaker intentions. This short video synchronization run in SN'EADS, AfroKix, and SneakerNation TV, background music by
the Dolla creation. I do not know if you remember or have appeared in the film how many pairs of Air Force One it? 
;
The new leather serpentine fashion SNEAKER PUMA Mihara Yasuhiro and cooperation
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Chinese shoes Network August 15 hearing, have said in recent years, PUMA in collaboration with the designer's really made a lot of
repercussions, and through cooperation with these designers also allow more original for PUMA little attention enthusiasts will
gradually shift attention in a PUMA's body, once again for you to introduce this new cooperation serpentine SNEAKER by Mihara
Yasuhiro and PUMA. 

1 2 ; 

Related news
I do not know this black and white two-sample air jordan V there is no impression? Yes, it is had appeared in Shanghai shoes mad at
the meeting, it was by the Jordan Brand, director of global footwear worn personally exposure that paragraph AJ 5. Now this simple
color test samples once again appeared on the eBay auction, shoes material and black color style and mad bull outfits of All Red Air
Jordan V is quite similar, compared to commercially available pair of pure red, I do not know which one pair is more desirable it?



This is indeed a rare precious Sample sample, if you like it, go take it on eBay now! 

Source: sneakernews
visvim this has been its excellent ethnic style, designed by famous designers in the village century dominated by Japanese fashion
brand known around the world. The official release of the 2014 spring and summer SKAGWAY LO-FOLK shoes series, this fan is
more interested in work and use of casual style, using high-quality Japanese denim fabrics with large white bottom, the sole
component is the use of stripes and stars American flag element, more stylish street charm. The Fan shoes total black, white, beige,
green, dark blue and red six options, its official price of ? 48, 000 yen, interested friends may wish to pay more attention!
Players motion latest release latest Nike SB color shoes
2013-12-27 10:14:32 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [Source: flatspot] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network December 27 hearing, Nike SB latest release Stefan Janoski Mid Night factor / Mint Crystal color shoes.
Suede shoes with thick canvas and arrange for the material, elegant deep blue tones give people a tranquil feel, with the mint green
Swoosh Logo is even more fresh vitality; blue tones of the strings laces and wear Gum rubber soles for shoes, casual style as a
whole increased a lot. (Media Partner: clothing with) 

Related news
adidas Originals Derrick Rose enjoy life series of limited edition package 2013-12-08 22:37:33 Derrick Rose as adidas's most
important brand ambassador, the degree of attention it is self-evident adidas. Although still in the recovery phase after surgery, but
Ross still adidas focus of this season as their propaganda. In line with its Rose 3 and Roth himself return, adidas Originals has
launched a for adidas Originals Derrick Rose Courtside life series. This series is not only equipped with a black luxury wooden shoe
boxes, shoe box is also equipped with a leather jacket, iPod portable audio device, iPhone Case, really everything.
Air Jordan 1 white / Campus red / black exposure resolution pictures and information on 2013-12-08 22:40:16 commercially
available before the news has been reported will be for the Bulls classic white / Campus red / black color of the Air in 2013 Jordan 1
were engraved, the recent exposure of the commercial version of the network clear pictures and commercial information. The
conduct engraved Air Jordan 1 does not use the first year of release "Nike Air" Logo but continue to use the Jumpman Logo, this
white / Campus red / black color Air Jordan 1 will meet with you in January 2013, Stay tuned.

Air Jordan 1

Number: 322550-163
Air Jordan 6 Olympic medals struck Set 2013-12-08 22:12:00
Before we bring through the messages will be available for sale this summer, Jordan Brand Air Jordan 6 7 Gold package, and as we
have before had brought suit in black gold color of the Air Jordan 7 of detailed pictures, and recently, the network exposure suit in
another platinum color of Air Jordan 6 detailed pictures, shoes whole all-white color, in the end, lining and laces at the use of gold,
insole is using the American flag pattern. The Air Jordan 6 7 Gold package will be US local time on August 18 on sale, priced at $
350. Like a friend you had better pay attention.
Movement launched a limited edition Nike Elite players to do the old antique shoes
2012-06-04 09:11:32 ; Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn ; [source: Empty Island] Print ; Close 

Chinese shoes Network June 4 hearing, was born 76 years Nike Elite, with a stream called the most perfect contour of a
congregation do to win the applause of the fans of retro shoes, in fact, in the early years, this former palace was awarded the well-
known double shoes magazine "RUNNER'S WORLD" the recommendation, although the Classic queue now, but the glory days of
the past, or traceable. 
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